MAXILITE MFG
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
(MXE2246/MXL2243)
1.

Read these instructions and review the diagram before beginning. All electrical connections must be in accordance with local codes, ordinances or the
National Electrical Code.

2.

Before starting the installation, disconnect the power by turning off the circuit breaker or by removing the fuse at the fuse box. Turning the power off
using the light switch is not sufficient to prevent electrical shock. These instructions are not meant to cover all possible conditions that may occur, it must
be understood that common sense, caution and care should be used.

Prepare the Fixture (First turn off electricity)
3. If you are replacing an existing fixture, disconnect and remove the old fixture and expose the supply wiring from the outlet box.
4. Unpack fixture, to install the lamp remove the lens do not remove the end cap. For LED fixtures there is no need for lamps.
5. Layout location of fixture.
Final Assembly
6. This fixture is equipped with adjustable sliders on the top of the fixture; minimum distances from Aircraft Cable to Aircraft Cable is 36”, Mark this location
on Ceiling and attach Cable Coupler using the appropriate Anchor for you Application. Attach Aircraft Cable Assemble to Cable Coupler, Attach Cable
Griper to Cable Sliders attached to fixture.

7. Adjust Fixture Height/ Cut Excess Aircraft cable and install cable barrel ensuring screw is tight.
Electrical connections
8. Connect the white wire(s) from the fixture to the white wire of the supply circuit and connect the black wire from the fixture to the black wire of the supply
circuit. If your fixture is supplied with an SPT cord, connect the half of the SPT cord that has a ribbed surface to the white wire of the supply circuit.
Connect the smooth half of the wire (the half with markings) to the black wire of the supply circuit. No loose strands or loose wires should be present.
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